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QUANTIZATION OF THE MODULAR FUNCTOR AND EQUIVARIANT
ELLIPTIC COHOMOLOGY
NITU KITCHLOO
ABSTRACT. Given a simple, simply connected compact Lie group G, let M be a G-space.
We describe the quantization of the category of positive energy representations of the loop
group of G at a given level and parametrized over LM. This procedure is described in
terms of dominant K-theory of the loop group evaluated on the phase space given by the
tangent bundle of basic gauge fields about a circle (parametrized over LM and with gauge
symmetries LG). As such, our construction gives rise to a categorical BV-BRST type quanti-
zation for families of rational 2d CFTs with gauge symmetries parametrized overM. More
concretely, we construct a holomorphic sheaf over a universal elliptic curve with values in
dominant K-theory of the loop space LM, and show that each stalk of this sheaf is a co-
homological functor of M. We also interpret this theory as a model of equivariant elliptic
cohomology ofM as constructed by Grojnowski and others.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Given a string manifold M, Witten has used heuristic arguments to show that the genus
one partition function of a certain 2-dimensional sigma model (with background M) can
be seen as the value of a genus evaluated on M. In particular, this “Witten genus of M”
takes values in modular forms (see [S3] for an overview). This led to a flurry of activ-
ity aimed at constructing the underlying “Elliptic cohomology theory” with coefficients
being modular forms, and which is a receptacle for the Witten genus. Subsequent work
by M. Hopkins and his collaborators resulted in the construction of the theory “TMF”
(Topological Modular Forms). This theory has been shown to admit all the homotopical
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properties one would expect of an “Elliptic Cohomology theory” (indeed, it is a universal
elliptic cohomology theory in a suitable sense). However, a geometric description of TMF
that allows one to draw a connection to physics remains elusive.
Given the chiral sector of a two dimensional conformal field theory, one expects the genus
one partition function to be the character of a representation of an underlying “Chiral
Algebra” (or Vertex Algebra). The category of representations of the chiral algebra is
typically the linear category that one assigns to a circle in the process of constructing the
underlying “Modular Functor” [S]. If the field theory in question is reasonably nice (i.e.
rational), then this category of representations is semi-simple. This suggests, in particular,
that the K-theory of this category is essentially the same as topological complex K-theory
(possibly twisted by an anomaly).
Now consider two dimensional field theories parametrized over a manifoldM. The basic
fields in dimension one are parametrized over the space LM of smooth maps from a circle
to M. The space LM comes with a manifest action of the rotation group T. Motivated
by the observation made in the previous paragraph, in [KM] J. Morava and the author
considered the completion of the T-equivariant K-theory ofM at the rotation character q:
KT(LM)((q)). One may interpret this completion as localizing around infinitesimal loops
(or the low-energy limit). A simple argument was used in [KM] to show that this is a
cohomology theory inM (i.e. satisfies the Mayer-Vietoris axioms onM) and can be inter-
preted as an approximation to elliptic cohomology ofM at the “Tate locus”. In particular,
KT(LM)((q))was shown to be a receptacle for the Witten genus.
Equivariantly, the situation is muchmore interesting and gives further support to the idea
of relating the K-theory of the chiral algebra to the topological K-theory of the space of
fields on a circle. Consider two dimensional field theories with local gauge symmetries
for an underlying simple and simply connected Lie group G. The space of fields over a
circle for such theories supports an action of the loop group LG. In addition, the basic
gauge fields for such theories is the LG-space A of principal connections on the trivial
G-bundle over a circle. Since the quantum state-space of a two dimensional field theory
has a discrete positive (or negative) energy spectrum, one expects the state-space to rep-
resent an element in equivariantK-theory KLG(A) - if the latter can be rigorously defined.
Freed-Hopkins-Teleman have shown [FHT] that once we incorcorporate a twisting on
KLG(A) induced by the level (i.e. the central character of the universal central extension
L˜G of LG), this K-theory is indeed well defined, and becomes canonically isomorphic to
Grothendieck group of positive energy representations of LG.
In this document, we would like to offer the suggestion that studying parametrized 2d
conformal field theories that admit gauge symmetries via theK-theory (of the category of
representations of the underlying Chiral algebra), is a richer object of study. In particular,
one would like to evaluate this K-theory on the stack of classical fields in codimension
one (or fields that satisfy equations of motion in a neighborhood of a codimension one
manifold), and interpret it as a “BV-BRST type quantization” of the modular functor un-
derlying these field theories. More discussion on this philosophy can be found at [NC].
Let us justify this general idea with details in a concrete setting that is relevant to this
article.
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Let us begin by assuming that one may define the LG-equivariant K-theory for spaces
with a proper action of the group T ⋉ L˜G, where L˜G denotes the universal central ex-
tension of the loop group with a compatible lift of the rotation group T. We apply
this K-theory to the “phase space” for 2d conformal field theories with gauge symme-
try, parametrized over a G-space M. This space is defined as the stack (LM×AC), where
AC denotes the complexification of the stack A/ (T ⋉ L˜G) and should be understood as
the tangent bundle of the fields on a circle1. As such, the phase space encodes the classical
solutions to any second order equations of motion on the space of connections on the germ
of a cylinder, supporting the action of the Gauge group (see remark 3). Extrapolating from
the case of the trivial group G considered in [KM], we can only expect to get an equivari-
ant cohomology theory inM from this data once we suitably complete with respect to the
character q that represents energy. In this document, we describe how one may success-
fully do so for simple and simply-connected compact Lie groups G and interpret it as an
approximation of elliptic cohomology of the parameter space2.
To begin the program as described above, one must first construct a T ⋉ L˜G-equivariant
version of K-theory for any positive integral level. One can interpret this as a “Categorical
Gauging” mechanism. This is precisely what has been constructed by the author in [Ki],
and goes by the name of Dominant K-theory which is reviewed in Section 2. The next
step (which is the heart of this article) is described in Section 3 and can be interpreted as
a “Categorical BV-BRST type quantization” procedure, which constructs, for any positive
level k, a global version of dominant K-theory: kK
T⋉L˜G(LM). In other words, we describe
kK
T⋉L˜G(LM) as an equivariant holomorphic sheaf over the stack {(iR+ × A)/T ⋉ L˜G}C
built out of dominant K-groups of the space LM (see theorem 3.5). Here iR+ denotes the
positive energy axis, and its complexification can be identified with the upper half plane
h which admits an interpretation as a moduli space of parametrized annuli (see remark
3). As such, the phase space {(iR+ × A)/T ⋉ L˜G}C may also be interpreted as a moduli
space of G-bundles parametrized over the moduli space h of annuli. In this context, our
sheaf kK
T⋉L˜G(LM) has a description in terms of the modular functor (in genus-zero and
with two insertions) for loop group representations of a fixed level (see remark 4). If
M is a finite G-space (i.e. M is equivalent to a finite G-CW complex), we show that the
stalks of this sheaf are cohomological functors of M. In Section 4, we take invariants
with respect to certain gauge subgroups, so that kK
T⋉L˜G(LM) descends to a sheaf
kG(M)
on a universal elliptic curve. By taking M to be a point and evaluating invariant global
sections of the above sheaf, we identify the coefficients of this theory with Weyl invariant
theta functions, or equivalently, with level k positive energy representations of the loop
group T ⋉ L˜G (see corollary 4.6 and remark 5 ). In Section 5 we takeM to be the full flag
variety G/T and recover all theta functions, or equivalently, the level k representations of
T⋉L˜T (see theorem 5.3). The question of modulariy is taken up in Section 6. In particular,
forG-spacesM that satisfy some well-known conditions, the space of invariant sections of
these sheaves is shown to be a representation of the modular group SL2(Z) (see theorem
6.7).
1The tangent vectors are known as conjugate-momenta
2Much of this program should carry through with minor alterations for arbitrary compact connected Lie
groups
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As mentioned earlier, our construction resembles the G-equivariant elliptic chomology of
M as constructed by Grojnowski [G], and subsequently explored in more detail by Ando
and others (see [AB]). These constructions identify equivariant elliptic cohomology as a
twisted sheaf of algebras over the universal elliptic curve3. We expect kG(M) to be closely
related (if not isomorphic) to Grojnowski’s equivariant elliptic cohomology (see remark 6
and Section 7).
The author wishes to thank the American Institute of Math., and all the participants of
the AIM (SQUARE) workshop in mathematical physics (in particular M. Ando, H. Sati
and J. Morava) for inspiring the ideas that led to this paper. We would also like to thank
Owen Gwilliam for helpful discussions on the BV-BRST formalism.
One word about our conventions: Throughout this article, we deal with several actions
(both left and right) as well as extensions of groups. In order to avoid confusion, we will
use the notation g ∗ x to mean that a group element g acts on an element x. The notation
g h is reserved for a product of two group elements g and h inside a larger group.
2. BACKGROUND ON DOMINANT K-THEORY AND THE SPACE A:
Let G be a simple and simply-connected compact Lie group of rank n. Let LG denote the
loop group of G. The group LG supports a universal central extension [PS] which will
henceforth be denoted by L˜G. The action of the rotation group T on LG lifts to an action
on L˜G, so that one may define the extended loop group: T ⋉ L˜G.
Given a representation of T ⋉ L˜G in a separable Hilbert space H, we say it has level k, if
the central circle S1 acts by the character eikθ. It is well known that for positive k, the cat-
egory of representations of level k is semi simple, with finitely many irreducible objects.
In addition, one may prescribe an orientation on the circle T so that any irreducible rep-
resentation of level k > 0, has finitely may negative Fourier modes (i.e negative powers
of the character q). Such representations are called positive energy representations.
As explained in [Ki], we fix a level k > 0 and consider a level k representation of T⋉L˜G in
a separable Hilbert spaceHk with the property that any level k irreducible representation
occurs infinitely often in Hk. Let Fk denote the space of Fredholm operators on Hk. One
may choose a topology on Fk so that its underlying homotopy type is Z×BU and admits
a continuous action of T⋉ L˜G. In [Ki] we constructed a two periodic cohomology theory,
called Dominant K-theory on the category of proper (T ⋉ LG)-CW complexes:4
kK0
T⋉L˜G
(X) := π0Map
T⋉L˜G{X,Fk},
kK−1
T⋉L˜G
(X) := π1Map
T⋉L˜G{X,Fk},
whereMapT⋉L˜G{X,Fk} denotes the space of continuous (T⋉ L˜G)-equivariant maps from
X to Fk.
3Lurie also has an algebraic interpretation of this sheaf (see Sections 3 and 5 in [L])
4Note that the center acts trivially on these spaces.
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Definition 2.1. Having defined Dominant K-theory, let us set some notation. Given a closed
subgroup H ⊂ T ⋉ LG, let H˜ be the induced central extension. Given a proper H-space Y , we
define kK−∗
H˜
(Y ) by:
kK−∗
H˜
(Y ) := kK−∗
T×L˜G
((T⋉L˜G)+∧H˜Y ) = π∗Map
T⋉L˜G{(T⋉L˜G)+∧H˜Y,Fk} = π∗Map
H˜{Y,Fk}.
We now describe the structure of the space T ⋉ L˜G-space A of principal connections on
the trivial G-bundle over the circle. Indeed, this space is homeomorphic to a proper, finite
T ⋉ L˜G-complex. In addition, it is the universal space for proper actions, in that any
other proper T ⋉ L˜G-space maps to it along an equivariant map that is unique up to an
equivariant homotopy.
Fix a maximal torus T of G, and let αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be a set of simple roots. We let α0
denote the highest root. Each root αi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n determines a compact subgroup Gi of
G. More explicitly, Gi is the semi simple factor in the centralizer of the codimension one
subtorus given by the kernel of αi. Each Gi may be canonically identified with SU(2)
via an injective map ϕi : SU(2) −→ G. We use these groups Gi to define corresponding
compact subgroups Gi of LG as follows:
Gi = {z 7→ ϕi
(
a b
c d
)
if
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SU(2) i > 0, }
G0 = {z 7→ ϕ0
(
a bz
cz−1 d
)
if
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SU(2).}
Note that eachGi is a compact subgroup of LG isomorphic to SU(2). Moreover,Gi belongs
to the subgroup G of constant loops if i ≥ 1. The rotation group T preserves each Gi,
acting trivially on Gi for i ≥ 1, and nontrivially on G0.
Definition 2.2. For any proper subset I ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n}, let GI denote the group generated by
Gi, i ∈ I , and let the parabolic subgroup HI ⊂ LG be the group generated by T and GI . For the
empty set, we define HI to be T. Similarly, we define H˜I ⊂ L˜G to be the induced central extension
of HI .
Remark 1. Henceforth, we only consider proper subsets I ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n}. The groups H˜I are
compact Lie groups that are preserved under the action of the rotation group T, with T acting
nontrivially on H˜I if and only if 0 ∈ I . In particular, T⋉ H˜I ⊆ T⋉ L˜G is a well defined compact
Lie subgroup. In addition, all representations of T ⋉ H˜I of level k appear in Hk for k > 0. It
follows therefore that kK
T⋉H˜I
(X) is a module over standard equivariant K-theory: KT⋉HI (X) for
any T ⋉ H˜I-spaceX .
The following theorem was proven in [KM]:
Theorem 2.3. The space A of principal G connections on the trivial bundle G×S1 is T ⋉ L˜G-
equivariantly homeomorphic to the “Topological Tits building” [Ki] given by the the homotopy
colimit of homogeneous spaces over all proper subsets I ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n}:
hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n}(T ⋉ LG)/(T ⋉ HI) = hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n}(T ⋉ L˜G)/(T ⋉ H˜I).
Furthermore, the space A is the universal space for proper actions of T ⋉ L˜G.
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Consider the inclusion of the maximal torus T := T × T×S1 ⊂ T ⋉ L˜G. Let N(T) be
the normalizer of the maximal torus. Recall that N(T) is an extension of a discrete group
W˜(G) by the torus T:
1→ T −→ N(T) −→ W˜(G)→ 1.
The group W˜(G) is the Weyl group of T ⋉ LG known as the Affine Weyl group. It is
equivalent to π1(T)⋊W(G), whereW(G) is the Weyl group of G.
The fixed subspace ofA under T is given by the universal space for proper N(T)-actions:
Σ = AT = hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n}N(T) /NI(T) = hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n} W˜(G)/WI ,
where NI(T) is the normalizer of T in H˜I , andWI is the corresponding Weyl group. The
space Σ is in fact the space of principal connections on the trivial principal T-bundle over
a circle. In particular, it is homeomorphic to the Lie algebra T of T.
Remark 2. Consider the subspace ∆ ⊂ Σ:
∆ := hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n}(T/T) ⊆ hocolimI⊂{0,1,...,n}N(T) /NI(T) .
Then ∆ is the fundamental domain of the action of W˜(G) on Σ, (or that of T ⋉ L˜G on A). It
is homeomorphic to a simplex with faces indexed by proper subsets of {0, 1, . . . , n}. Under the
identification of Σ with T , the subspace of T corresponding to∆ is called the Affine Alcove and is
defined as:
∆ = {h ∈ T |αi(h) ≥ 0, α0(h) ≤ 1 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
The space ∆ may also be seen as an affine subspace of the Lie algebra of T ⋉ LG induced by the
inclusion T ⊆ LG. In this identification, the groups T ⋉ HI are exactly the stabilizers (under the
adjoint action of T⋉LG) of the walls∆I in∆ corresponding to the subset I . Using the homotopy
decomposition ofA, one obtains an equivariant affine inclusion ofA into the Lie algebra of T⋉LG.
We may extend this inclusion to an equivariant inclusion of iR+ × A, where iR denotes the Lie
algebra of the rotation circle T.
3. THE EQUIVARIANT SHEAF kK
T⋉L˜G OVER h× ΣC, AND LOCALITY:
In this section, we will construct a holomorphic sheaf built from dominantK-groups over
the complexification h×ΣC (to be defined below) of the space iR+×Σ. The choice of this
space from the standpoint of field theory if explained in detail in remark 3 below.
We construct this sheaf in two steps: first we construct a local coefficient system kK∗
T
on h × ΣC, and next we extend kKT to a module kK∗
T⋉L˜G
over the sheaf of holomorphic
functions on h× ΣC.
Let us consider the stack (iR+×A)/ (T⋉ L˜G). The coarse moduli space (or orbit space) of
this stack is the space iR+ ×∆ described above in remark 2. Let π : iR+ ×A −→ iR+ ×∆
denote the projection map. Given a T ⋉ LG-space Y, one obtains a coefficient system
kB∗
T
(Y) over iR+ ×∆ given by sheafifying the pre-sheaf:
U 7−→ k K∗
T⋉L˜G
(π−1(U)× Y).
Let (τ, x) ∈ iR+ × ∆ be a point, with x being in the interior of the wall ∆I ⊂ ∆, recall
that the stabilizer of (τ, x) under the action of T⋉ L˜G is the group T⋉ H˜I . It follows form
the definitions that the stalk at (τ, x) is the K-theory group: kK∗
T⋉H˜I
(X). Since we are
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working in characteristic zero, this stalk is canonically isomorphic to the Weyl invariants:
kKT(Y)
WI . It follows from this description that the above coefficient system is the W˜(G)-
invariants of the push-forward along iR+ × Σ −→ iR+ × ∆ of the W˜(G)-equivariant
constant coefficient system over iR+ × Σ with constant value kK
∗
T
(X) at each point. We
call this constant coefficient system kK∗
T
(Y) over iR+ × Σ. In the sequel, we shall find it
more convenient to work with kK∗
T
(Y) instead of kB∗
T
(Y). It is straightforward to extend
kKT(Y) to a coefficient system over the complexification of iR+ × Σ as follows. Let us
identify the complexification of the positive energy axis iR+ with the upper half plane h.
Recall that Σ was homeomorphic to the Lie algebra T of the maximal torus T. Hence we
may define ΣC to be T ⊗ C (see remark 3 below).
The space h×ΣC supports a free affine action of a groupN = (π1(T)⊕π1(T))⋊W(G), with
the action of W(G) acting diagonally on both lattices. In particular, we have a canonical
map N −→ W˜(G), given by:
(β1 ⊕ β2)w 7−→ β1w, where βi ∈ π1(T), and w ∈W(G).
The action of N on h× ΣC is defined as:
((β1 ⊕ β2)w) ∗ (τ, h) = (τ, w(h) + τβ1 + β2).
Given any T⋉ LG-space Y, consider the infinite loop space: MapT{Y,Fk}, endowed with
an action of N that factors through the manifest action of W˜(G). We therefore obtain an
N -equivariant parametrized spectrum given by the projection onto the first factor:
(h× ΣC)×Map
T{Y,Fk} −→ h× ΣC.
We use the same notation kK∗
T
(Y) to denote the N -equivariant sheaf on h × ΣC given by
sheafifying the pre sheaf given by the homotopy groups of the space of sections:
kK∗
T
(Y)U = π−∗Map
T(U × Y,Fk}.
As before, the sheaf kK∗
T
(Y) is nothing more than a N -eqivariant constant coefficient sys-
tem on h× ΣC, with values: kK
∗
T
(Y).
Remark 3. The “correct” definition of the complexification of the stack (iR+ × A)/ (T ⋉ L˜G) is
understood in the framework of BV-BRST quantization in field theory. To begin with, the com-
plexification of the stack A/ (T ⋉ L˜G) should be understood as the “phase space” or the tangent
bundle ofA/ (T⋉ L˜G). Given any (well behaved) second-order equations of motion defined on the
gauge fields restricted to the germ of a cylinder, the phase space parametrizes the (classical) solu-
tions since these solutions are uniquely determined by the Cauchy data, or points in the tangent
bundle of A. This tangent bundle has the form:
T(A) = A× Ω1,
where Ω1 := Ω1(S1, g) are the one forms on S1 with values in the Lie algebra g of G. The space Ω1
is commonly known as conjugate gauge momenta.
The gauge action of T ⋉ L˜G on A gives rise to an infinitesimal action of Lie(T ⋉ L˜G) on T(A).
We therefore get an action of G on T(A), where G is given by the Gauge group extended by
conjugate-symmetries:
G = (T ⋉ L˜G)⋉ Lie(T ⋉ L˜G).
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Let h be the upper half plane, which we think of as the complexification of the positive axis iR+.
Notice that h determines a family of annuli in C with parametrized boundary:
τ ∈ h 7−→ Aτ := {z ∈ C | |q| ≤ |z| ≤ 1, q = exp(2πiτ).}
Giving h the trivialG-action, the stack (h×T(A))/G can be understood as the stack parametrizing
solutions to second-order equations5 of motion along the germ of the cylinder about the parametrized
inner boundary of Aτ , as we vary τ in h.
Next we use a gauge-fixing procedure to reduce the stack (h×T(A))/G to the stack (h×ΣC)/ W˜(G),
where we recall that (h × ΣC) is seen as the canonical subspace of the complexified Lie algebra
(C× ΣC) of the maximal torus T× T ⊂ T ⋉ LG with the induced Affine Weyl action by W˜(G).
To see this, we proceed by first extending the inclusion iR+×A ⊂ Lie(T⋉ LG) of remark 2 to an
inclusion:
ρ : h× T(A) = h×A× Ω1 −→ Lie(T ⋉ LG)⊗ C, (τ, d+ αdθ, βdθ) 7−→ τ(∂ + α) + β,
where i∂ represents the generator of the Lie algebra of T. It is easy to check that the action of T⋉L˜G
on the left hand side is compatible with the complexification of the Adjoint action on the right hand
side. Furthermore, the Adjoint action canonically extends to all of G making ρ a G-equivariant
map over h.
Then one uses the above formulas to show that the subspace (h×ΣC) can be identified with the fixed
points of (h× T(A)) under the action of the maximal torus T ⊂ T ⋉ L˜G ⊂ G. Furthermore, this
identification induces an equivalence of the coarse moduli spaceM of the stack (h×T(A))/Gwith
that of (h× ΣC)/ W˜(G). Now given a point y ∈M, let Ay and By denote the (conjugacy classes)
of automorphism groups of any object over y in the stack (h × T(A))/G and (h × ΣC)/ W˜(G)
respectively. The above description of the action implies that the group By is the Weyl group of the
maximal compact factor in the group Ay.
As before, the coefficient system onM constructed using the dominant K-theory evaluated on the
stack (h× T(A))/G, agrees with the W˜(G)-invariants of the push-forward of the sheaf kK∗
T
over
(h× ΣC). This justifies our choice of using the sheaf kK∗T over (h× ΣC)/ W˜(G).
The final step in this quantization procedure is to extend kK∗
T
(Y) to a sheaf we denote
by kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(Y)which admits a module structure over the sheaf O(h×ΣC) of holomorphic
functions on h × ΣC. We do this by representing characters of T × T as functions on the
phase space h×ΣC. The relation between the sheaf kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(Y) and modular functors and
genus zero conformal blocks is spelled out in remark 4.
Definition 3.1. Let TC × TC denote the complexification of the torus T × T. Consider the holo-
morphic exponential map:
χ : h× ΣC −→ TC × TC, χ(τ, h) = (e
2piiτ , exp(2πih)).
The map χ can be made N -equivariant, with the action of N on TC × TC factoring through the
affine action of W˜(G). Then the characters induce an injective ring map (also denoted χ):
χ : Rep(TC × TC) −→ O(h× ΣC).
5as before, we assume good behaviour of these equations
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The above map χ allows us to define:
Definition 3.2. We define the N -eqivariant sheaf kK∗
T⋉ L˜G
(Y) over O(h × ΣC) on the level of
stalks:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(Y)(τ,h) :=
kK∗
T
(Y)(τ,h)⊗ˆχO(h× ΣC)(τ,h),
where the completed tensor product is defined as:
kK∗
T
(Y)(τ,h)⊗ˆχO(h× ΣC)(τ,h) := lim←−{
kK∗
T
(Yα)(τ,h) ⊗χ O(h× ΣC)(τ,h)},
the inverse limit being taking over all finite T-equivariant sub-skeleta Yα of Y.
The above sheaf satisfies a fixed point theorem:
Theorem 3.3. Given a point (τ, h) ∈ h × ΣC. Define elements h2, h1 ∈ Σ to be the unique
elements so that h = −τh1 + h2. Let R(h) denote the sub torus of T × T given by the closure
of the one-parameter subgroup (e2piix, exp(−2πixh1)), with x ∈ R. Also define Z(h) to be the
closed subgroup of T generated by the element exp(2πih2). Then the inclusion of the fixed points
Z(τ, h) := YR(h) ∩ YZ(h) ⊆ Y induces an isomorphism:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(Y)(τ,h) −→
kKT(Z(τ, h))⊗ˆχO(h× ΣC)(τ,h).
Proof. Working by induction on the T × T-cells of Y, or by invoking the localization the-
orem in [S2], one can show that given a subgroup S ⊂ T × T, the the restriction to the
fixed points: YS ⊆ Y induces an isomorphism in equivariant K-theory once we invert
the multiplicative set Rep(S)+ generated characters of Rep(T × T) of the form eα − 1 for
weights α of T× T that restrict nontrivially to S. We say that the localization of equivari-
antK-theory: KT×T(Y)[Rep(S)+]
−1 is localized on the fixed subspace YS. Now, a character
eα − 1 is invertible in O(h× ΣC)(τ,h) if and only if we have:
α〈τ, h〉 /∈ Z, or equivalently : α〈1,−h1〉 6= 0, or α〈0, h2〉 /∈ Z.
The first condition implies that eα−1 is nontrivial when restricted to R(h) and the second
condition implies that eα − 1 is nontrivial when restricted to Z(h). The result follows. 
Of particular interest to us is the space Y = LM, whereM is a given G-space. In this case,
the space Z(τ, h) in the previous theorem has an appealing interpretation. We leave it to
the reader to show:
Corollary 3.4. LMR(h) can be identified with the space of periodic loops of the form:
LMR(h) = {γ | γ(e2piix) = exp(2πixh1)m, m ∈ M}.
In particular, LMR(h) is abstractly homeomorphic toMexp(2piih1). Similarly, we have the identifica-
tion: LMZ(h) = L(Mexp(2piih2)). Consequently, we have an equality of T× T-spaces:
LMR(h) ∩LMZ(h2) = {γ ∈ LM | γ(e2piix) = exp(2πixh1)m, m ∈ M
〈exp(2piih1), exp(2piih2)〉}.
Note that this space is abstractly homeomorphic to the finite T× T-space: M〈exp(2piih1),exp(2piih2)〉.
This observation, along with the above theorem leads us to:
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Theorem 3.5. Given a finite G-space M (i.e. a space M equivalent to a finite G-CW complex),
the sheaf kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) is a N -equivariant sheaf of O(h × ΣC)-modules. Furthermore, it is a
cohomological functor inM. In particular, one obtains the Mayer-Vietoris sequence inM for each
stalk of kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM).
Proof. To show that each stalk is a cohomological functor in M, one simply observes that
the finiteness of LMR(h) allows us to replace the completed tensor product (in the state-
ment of theorem 3.3) with the standard tensor product. Now the inclusion of algebraic
maps to holomorphic germs: Rep(T×T) −→ O(h×ΣC)(τ,h) can be shown to be a flat map.
Hence, each stalk is a flat extension of a cohomological functor ofM, and is therefore itself
a cohomological functor. 
Remark 4. Let us offer a geometric description of the sheaf kK∗
T⋉ L˜G
(Y). Given a point in the phase
space x = (τ, h) ∈ h×ΣC, one may define two different (albeit isomorphic) level k-representations
on the same underlying Hilbert space by demanding that they are interpolated by the projective
operator χ(x). This is precisely part of the the data describing the modular functor underlying
the category of level k representations that corresponds to the annulus Aτ (indexed by τ ∈ h
as described in remark 3 above). Indeed, the operator χ(x) can be interpreted as the correlation
function generating the conformal blocks over the space h interpreted as a moduli space of annuli.
We have therefore constructed a functor from the category of level k representations to itself that
fixes each underlying vector space, but conjugates the morphisms by χ(x). This induces a T⋉ L˜G-
equivariant automorphism, which we denote by χ(x), of the space of Fredholm operators on Hk
induced by conjugation with χ(x). In this context, the fiber of the sheaf kK∗
T⋉ L˜G
(Y) constructed
above, at the point x, is the localization of kK∗
T
(Y)⊗C about the fixed points of the automorphism
χ(x).
4. THE SHEAF kG∗(M) OVER THE UNIVERSAL ELLIPTIC CURVE, AND THETA FUNCTIONS:
We begin this section with some important definitions:
Definition 4.1. Define theW(G)-equivariant universal elliptic curve over h as the quotient under
the action of (π1(T)⊕ π1(T)) ⊂ N :
ET := (h× ΣC)/(π1(T)⊕ π1(T)).
The holomorphic structure sheafO(ET) is defined as: {ζ∗O(h×ΣC)}(pi1(T)⊕pi1(T)), where ζ denotes
the projection map from h×ΣC to ET. Similarly, we define the sheaf kG∗(M) of O(ET)-modules to
be:
kG∗(M) := {ζ∗
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)}(pi1(T)⊕pi1(T)).
Note that the above sheaves areW(G)-equivariant.
Wemay also define untwistedN -equivariant sheaves of algebras: K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)), as well as
an untwistedW(G)-eqivivariant sheaf: G∗(M):
Definition 4.2. Let K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) be the N -equivariant sheaf of algebras obtained by extending
the constant sheaf with values in (usual) T × T-equivariant K-theory of LM, over O(h × ΣC).
Similarly, let G∗(M) denote theW(G)-equivariant sheaf of algebras over the sheafO(ET) given by
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{ζ∗K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)}(pi1(T)⊕pi1(T)). Notice in particular that the sheaves kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) and kG∗(M) are
modules over K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)) and G∗(M) respectively.
It is well known [K1] that the action of β ∈ π1(T) ⊂ W˜(G) on the characters q, eα, u under
the decomposition TC = TC × TC×C∗ is given by the formula:
β u = u eβ
∗
q
1
2
〈β,β〉, β eα = eα qα(β), β q = q.
where β∗ is the weight dual to β and 〈 , 〉 denotes a canonical positive-definite quadratic
form on π1(T) [K1] induced by the Cartan-Killing form.
Now recall that χ of 3.1 represented an N -equivariant map from h × ΣC to TC × TC. The
above formulas show that χ extends to anN -equivariant map (also denoted χ):
χ : h× ΣC × C −→ TC × TC ×C, χ(τ, h, z) = (e
2piiτ , exp(2πih), z),
where the action of N on h× ΣC extends to an action on h× ΣC × C given by:
((β1 ⊕ β2)w) ∗ (τ, h, z) =
(
τ, w(h) + τβ1 + β2, z exp(2πi〈β1, w(h)〉+ πiτ〈β1, β1〉)
)
.
Definition 4.3. Define the central line bundle L6 to be theN -equivariant bundle:
L := h× ΣC × C −→ h× ΣC.
We will use the same notation to denote the W(G)-equivariant line bundle over O(ET) given by
taking orbits under the (π1(T)⊕ π1(T))-action defined above:
L := (h× ΣC)×(pi1(T)⊕pi1(T)) C −→ ET.
Let us also set the notation L−k to denote the k-fold tensor product of the dual line bundle.
Theorem 4.4. TheW(G)-equivariant sheaf kG∗(M) overO(ET) is naturally isomorphic to a rank
one locally free G∗(M)-module generated by the line bundle L−k. The corresponding result is also
true for the sheaf kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM).
Proof. Since u is the central character, it is easy to see that in cohomological degree zero,
kG(∗) is canonically isomorphic to L−k. In particular, we have a canonical inclusion:
L−k →֒ kG0(M) for any M induced by the projection map M → pt. Extending with the
module structure over G∗(M) gives us the isomorphism we seek. Details are straightfor-
ward and are left to the reader. 
It is of interest to explore the structure of the space of invariant sections of kG∗(M). For
the case M = pt, the previous theorem identifies this space of sections with the space of
W(G)-invariant sections of L−k. To relate these sections to familiar objects, we need:
Claim 4.5. The space of sections of L−k can be identified with holomorphic functions ϕ on the
space h× ΣC × C with the following transformation property for all β ∈ π1(T):
ϕ(τ, h+ β, z) = ϕ(τ, h, z), ϕ(τ, h, z) = exp(2πik〈β, h〉+ πikτ〈β, β〉)ϕ(τ, h+ τβ, z).
In addition, the function is homogeneous of degree k in the variable z:
ϕ(τ, h, uz) = ukϕ(τ, h, z).
6the dual of L is also known as the Looijenga line bundle.
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Proof. These equalities correspond to the standard identification of sections of lines bun-
dles that are obtained via an associated bundle construction (as in the case of L−k), with
functions on the total space of the dual bundle. 
Holomorphic functions that satisfy the conditions above are called theta functions of de-
gree k. The following corollary is essentially the content of [K1](Chap. 13):
Corollary 4.6. In cohomological degree zero, the space of W(G)-invariant global sections of
kG0(pt) is isomorphic to the vector space generated by the W(G)-invariant theta functions of
degree k (with respect to the positive definite quadratic form 〈 , 〉 on π1(T)). In particular, this
space is finite dimensional and has a basis given by the characters of the irreducible level k repre-
sentations of T ⋉ L˜G.
Remark 5. The geometric interpretation of the above corollary is straight forward: Given a level
k positive energy irreducible representation V of T ⋉ L˜G, it is well known that the action of the
Lie algebra of T⋉ L˜G on V can be complexified. Now recall form remark 2 that iR+ × Σ×R is a
subspace of the Lie algebra of T ⋉ L˜G. Hence, for each point : (τ, h, z) ∈ h× ΣC × C, one has an
operator ψ(τ, h, z) on V , which is homogeneous of degree k in the variable z and factors through
the complexified torus TC × TC×C∗. The operators ψ(τ, h, z) preserve each (finite dimensional)
T-eigenspace of V . It follows that ψ(τ, h, z) gives rise to a nested family of operators, whose trace
converges to the germ of a holomorphic function on h × ΣC × C, at the point (τ, h, z). This is
precisely an element of the stalk of the sheaf kK
T⋉L˜G(pt)(τ,h). In this manner each irreducible
positive energy level k representation V gives rise to a section of kK
T⋉L˜G(pt). This construction
also allows one to identify the image of kK
T⋉L˜G(pt) inside
kK
T⋉L˜G(LM) for any G-spaceM.
Remark 6. In [G], Grojnowski constructs a sheaf which is now known as Grojnowski’s equi-
variant elliptic cohomology. What the author finds incredible is that this sheaf is constructed
in an a-priori fashion starting with the stalks that are prescribed to be as our corollary 3.4 sug-
gests. Grojnowski’s construction uses equivariant singular cohomology instead of K-theory, but
he points out that the stalks are to be seen under the lens of the Chern character. There have been
several later versions of Grojnowski’s construction by other authors (see [AB]). It appears very
likely that our sheaf kG∗(M) is closely related to Grojnowski’s construction, though we have not
explored the details (see section 7). Indeed, remarks in [G] suggest that Grojnowski had something
like our framework in mind when constructing his equivariant elliptic cohomology. As the previ-
ous remark suggests, the merit of using a geometric description as we have done, is that it allows
one to motivate the constructions (see remarks 3,4,5) and use positive energy representations to
directly construct elements in equivariant elliptic cohomology.
5. LEVEL k REPRESENTATIONS OF T ⋉ L˜T AND kG(G/T):
In this section we explore the structure of the sheaf kG(G/T).
Let K∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T × T)) denote the sheaf of O(h × ΣC)-modules representing the
equivariant K-theory: K∗
T×T((T⋉ LG)/(T×T)) as constructed earlier. In other words, we
define
K∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T× T))(τ,h) := K
∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T× T))⊗ˆχO(h× ΣC)(τ,h).
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Notice that the space (T ⋉ LT)/(T × T) supports an T ⋉ LG-equivariant right action of
W˜(G) given by:
w ∗ (g T× T) = gwT× T .
In particular, the O(h × ΣC)-module K∗T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T × T)) admits another action of
the affine Weyl group: W˜(G) which preserves each stalk and commutes with the action
of the group N . So as to not confuse this action with the action induced via N , we shall
refer to this action as the right action: W˜(G)r. Let K∗T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T × T))
pi1(T)r denote
the N -equivariant sheaf of invariants under the subgroup π1(T) ⊆ W˜(G)r. Notice that
K∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T × T))
pi1(T)r admits a residual action of W(G)r that commutes with all
the present structure. With this observation in place, we have:
Theorem 5.1. TheN ×W(G)r-equivariant sheaf kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T)) may be described as:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T)) = K∗T×T((T⋉LG)/(T×T))
pi1(T)r ⊗L−k = kK∗T×T((T⋉LG)/(T×T))
pi1(T)r .
Furthermore, theW(G)r-invariant sub-sheaf of
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T)) can be identified with the image
of kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(pt) induced by the projection map from G/T to a point.
Proof. Using the results and notation of corollary 3.4, we recall that for a point (τ, h), the
stalk kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T))(τ,h) is localized on a subspace of (G/T)
exp(2piih1). Now, using the
action of N (which preserves the isomorphism type of the stalks), we may assume that
−h1 belongs to the affine alcove ∆. Assume that −h1 belongs to the interior of a wall ∆I .
It follows that (G/T)exp(2piih1) = HI ×NI W, where we use W˜, W and WI to denote W˜(G),
W(G) and WI(G) resp., and NI denotes the normalizer of the maximal torus of HI . In
particular, we have:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T))(τ,h) = K
∗
T×T((T ⋉ HI)×NI W)⊗χ L
−k
(τ,h),
where the action of T on HI is via the map t 7→ exp(2πith1). However, it is easy to see
that one may choose the standard action of T on HI without changing the equivariant
K-theory (since any two actions differ by a map from T to the center of HI). Now we have
the equality:
K∗
T×T((T ⋉HI)×NI W) = K
∗
T×T((T ⋉HI)×NI W˜)
pi1(T)r .
In addition, the space (T⋉HI)×NI W˜ is easily seen to be identical to the fixed point space:
(T ⋉ LG /(T × T))exp(2piih1). Unraveling this sequence of equalities gives rise to a natural
isomorphism:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T))(τ,h) ∼= K
∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T× T))
pi1(T)r ⊗ L−k(τ,h).
It remains to explore the Wr-invariant sub-sheaf. For this, consider an arbitrary proper
subset I ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n}, and let ιI denote the inclusion of fixed points:
ιI : W˜ ⊆ (T ⋉ HI)×NI W˜.
The maps ιI are compatible in I and hence by [HHH] [KK], give rise to an injection of
N ×Wr-equivariant sheaves:
ι∗ : K∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T× T))
pi1(T)r ⊗ L−k −→ {
∏
w∈W˜
L−k }pi1(T)r =
∏
w∈W
L−k,
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where the co-domain is endowed with the action ofWr induced by right permutations of
the indexing set for the product. Taking invariants with respect toWr, leads easily to the
proof of the statement we required. 
Next we considerN -invariant global sections of the sheaf kK∗
T×T((T⋉LG)/(T×T))
pi1(T)r .
This space will be expresed in terms of certain classes that can formally be expressed in
terms of Euler classes of certain equivariant line bundles on (T⋉LG)/(T×T). In addition,
they are expressible in terms of theta functions. For this reason, we call these classes Euler-
Theta classes. For the sake of brevity, we will stick with the notation W and W˜ forW(G)
and W˜(G) resp. We recall our convention to use the notation (w ∗ eλ) to denote the action
of w ∈ W˜ on the character eλ of T × T×S1 via the action of N (which, we recall, acts on
characters along its projection onto W˜).
Now given a character eλ of T× T×S1 of level k, consider the formal theta character:
θλ =
∑
β∈pi1(T)
eβ∗λ.
By [K1] (Ch. 12), θλ can be seen to be a holomorphic section of the line bundle L−k. By
construction, θλ is invariant under the action of (π1(T)⊕ π1(T)) ⊂ N . This leads us to:
Definition 5.2. Given a level k character λ of T× T×S1, we define the Euler-Theta class e(λ):
e(λ) ∈ {
∏
w∈W˜
O(L−k) νw}
pi1(T)r , e(λ) =
∏
w∈W˜
(w ∗ θλ) νw,
where νw is a place holder for the factor corresponding to the element w ∈ W˜.
Consider the injection of N -invariant global sections induced by the inclusion of T × T-
fixed points:
ΓN ι
∗ : ΓN
kK∗
T×T((T ⋉ LG)/(T× T))
pi1(T)r −→ {
∏
w∈W˜
O(L−k) νw}
pi1(T)r =
∏
w∈W
O(L−k).
Theorem 5.3. The image of ΓN ι
∗ is a finite dimensional vector space spanned by e(λ), where λ
ranges over the equivalence class of characters of level k under the action of π1(T) induced via N .
In particular, by [K1], the space ofN -invariant global sections of kK∗
T×T((T⋉LG)/(T×T))
pi1(T)r
is isomorphic to the vector space spanned by all level k representations ofT⋉L˜T, under the induced
central extension T ⋉ L˜T ⊂ T ⋉ L˜G.
Proof. Given any level k character eλ, consider the expression of the form
∏
w∈W˜(w∗e
λ) νw.
It is easy to see that this is the image (under ι∗) of the T⋉ L˜G-equivariant line bundle over
(T ⋉ LG)/(T × T), induced by the weight λ. In particular, this element represents an
N -invariant global section of the bundle kK0
T⋉L˜G
((T ⋉ LG)/(T × T)). Taking the orbit of
this element under the action of π1(T)r results in anN × π1(T)r-invariant element whose
factors are expressible as theta functions and therefore e(λ) is a well defined N -invariant
element in the co-domain of the map ΓN ι
∗. It remains to check that e(λ) is in the image
of ΓN ι
∗. For this we invoke results of [HHH] that identify the image of ΓN ι
∗ as follows.
Given a positive real root α of T ⋉ LG, let rα ∈ W˜ denote the reflection corresponding to
α. Let v, w be elements of W˜with the property that w = rαv is a reduced expression. Then
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by [HHH], one needs to verify that (w ∗ θλ)− (v ∗ θλ) is divisible by eα − 1 in O(L−k). To
establish this fact, notice that for any β ∈ π1(T), we have:
w ∗ (β ∗ eλ)− v ∗ (β ∗ eλ) = ev∗(λ+kβ
∗)qλ(β)+
k
2
〈β,β〉{e−v∗(λ+kβ
∗)(hα)α − 1}.
For fixed w, v, λ, α, the above expression may be factored in O(L−k):
w ∗ (β ∗ eλ)− v ∗ (β ∗ eλ) = (eα − 1)ϕ(β).
Notice that the elements ϕ(β) are characters dominated by q
k
2
〈β,β〉 and therefore the sum
over all β converges to give us a well defined factorization in O(L−k):
(w ∗ θλ)− (v ∗ θλ) = (e
α − 1)
∑
β∈pi1(T)
ϕ(β).
This proves that the elements e(λ) are in the image of ΓN ι
∗. Now let n ∈ N be an arbitrary
element. The action of this element on a section ψ of the form
∏
w∈W˜ ψw νw is given by:
n ∗ (
∏
w∈W˜
ψw νw) =
∏
w∈W˜
(n ∗ ψw) νn∗w.
Hence a N -invariant global section ψ is determined by its factor ψe corresponding to the
unit e ∈ W˜. If in addition, ψ is π1(T)r-invariant, we deduce that ψe must be fixed by the
action of the lattice (π1(T) ⊕ π1(T)) ⊂ N . Hence, ψe is an arbitrary holomorphic section
of the line bundle L−k over ET. These theta functions are known to be a vector space on
a basis given by elements θλ with λ ranging on the quotient space mentioned above. In
addition, these theta functions index level k representations of T ⋉ L˜T [K1] [PS]. 
Remark 7. Wemay construct elements in kK0
T⋉L˜T
(pt) along the lines described in remark 5. These
may be induced up to elements in kK0
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T)) using the fact that L(G/T) = (L˜G)/(L˜T).
The above theorem implies that this procedure of induction exhausts all elements of the space of
global sections of kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(L(G/T)).
We end this section with the example of a free G-spaceM:
Theorem 5.4. Let M be a free finite dimensional G-space, and let K∗
T×T(M) = K
∗(M/T)[q±]
denote theW(G)-module given by the topological K-theory of the homogeneous spaceM/T with a
trivial action of T. Let K∗
T
(M/T) be the corresponding sheaf on TC × TC. Then as N -equivariant
sheaves, we have an equivalence:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) = K∗T(M/T)⊗χ L
−k.
Furthermore, kG∗(M) is supported along the zero section: h −→ ET
7.
Proof. Consider the stalk at a point (τ, h). Recall that we showed in corollary 3.4 that this
stalk is localized on the space ofMexp(2piih1) ∩Mexp(2piih2). But sinceM is a free G-space, the
only way one may get a non-trivial stalk is if h1, h2 ∈ π1(T). By using the action of the
lattice in N , we may assume that h1 = h2 = 0. It follows that kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) is supported
on the N -orbit of h, and that it is given by constant loops if h1 = h2 = 0:
kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)(τ,0) = K
∗
T×T(M)⊗χ L
−k
(τ,0) = K
∗(M/T)[q±]⊗χ L
−k
(τ,0).
7These sheaves appear to not necessarily be induced from O(h)-modules
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6. MODULARITY OF kG(M):
Grojnowski has pointed out in [G] that his sheaf is modular, i.e. it is equivariant under
an action of SL2(Z) that extends the action on ET. This issue of modularity is somewhat
subtle in our case. It will turn out that the untwisted sheaves G(M) admit an action of
SL2(Z) compatible with the action of N whenever the G-space M has a certain property
which we shall make precise in the next paragraph. However, an interesting double cover
of the group generated by SL2(Z) and N will act on the line bundles L−k. By tensoring
these actions together, we obtain an action of this double cover on the sheaf kG(M).
Let us fix a category of G-spaces M that will be of interest to us. The property we will
assume on our spacesM is familiar in the literature. It was first studied by Goresky, Kot-
twitz and MacPherson in [GKM] and later explored by several authors. The context rele-
vant to us has been studied in [HHH] where the equivariant K-theory of M is described
combinatorially. We shall call these spaces GKM-spaces:
Definition 6.1. [HHH] Given a G-space M, consider M as a T-space by restriction. We call M
a GKM-space ifM admits a T-equivariant stratification: M =
∐
I UI , with a single T-fixed point
in the stratum UI denoted by FI . We make three assumptions on this stratification:
• We assume that the space obtained by collapsing the lower strata from the closure of a stratum:
U I/
∐
J<I UJ is the compactfication of a T-representation VI about the fixed point FI .
• We assume that VI can be decomposed as:
VI =
⊕
J<I
VIJ ,
where VIJ is a sub representation such that its unit sphere maps to the fixed point FJ under
the attaching map to the lower strata.
• Finally, we also assume that the T-equivariant K-theoretic Euler classes of VIJ are all mutu-
ally relatively prime.
Example 6.2. Given a parabolic subgroup HI ⊆ G for I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, the homogeneous
space G/HI is an example of a GKM-space.
The main theorem in [HHH] states:
Theorem 6.3. [HHH] Given a GKM-spaceM, the restriction map to the fixed points:
K∗T(M) −→
∏
I
Rep(T),
is injective, with the image given by elements
∏
I αI so that αI −αJ is divisible by the Euler class
of VIJ for all J ≤ I .
Wewill use the above theorem to show that the sheaf K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) is modular in a sense to
be made precise below.
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Definition 6.4. Consider the (right) action of SL2(Z) on (π1(T)⊕π1(T)) commuting withW(G):(
a b
c d
)
∗ (β1 ⊕ β2) = (aβ1 + cβ2, bβ1 + dβ2).
We may therefore define an extension of N by SL2(Z) which we denote N2(Z):
N2(Z) = (π1(T)⊕ π1(T))⋊ (W(G)× SL2(Z)).
More precisely, the new relations in N2(Z) are of the form:(
a b
c d
)−1
(β1 ⊕ β2)
(
a b
c d
)
= (aβ1 + cβ2, bβ1 + dβ2).
We may extend the action ofN on h× ΣC to an action ofN2(Z) by defining a left SL2(Z) action:(
a b
c d
)
∗ (τ, h) =
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
h
cτ + d
)
.
Claim 6.5. Given a GKM-spaceM, the action ofN2(Z) on h×ΣC induces an action on the stalks
of the sheaf K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM). In particular, the stalks of the untwisted sheaf G(M) admit an action of
the groupW(G)× SL2(Z).
Proof. Recall from 3.4 that the stalks K
T⋉L˜G(LM)(τ,h) are localized on the T× T-space:
Z(τ, h) := {γ ∈ LM | γ(e2piix) = exp(2πixh1)m, m ∈ M
〈exp(2piih1), exp(2piih2)〉}.
The action of the group T× T on Z(τ, h) factors through the map:
ρ(τ, h) : T× T −→ T, (e2piix, s) 7−→ e2pii(h1x−h2)s
where we recall from 3.3 that h1, h2 are defined uniquely by the equation: h = −h1τ + h2.
Now the stalks of K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) can be described as:
K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)(τ,h) = K
∗
T(Z(τ, h))⊗χ(τ,h) O(h× ΣC)(τ,h),
where the map χ(τ,h) is is induced by the composite of χ with the map ρ(τ, h) above:
χ(τ,h) : h× ΣC −→ TC, (z, s) 7−→ exp(2πi(hz + s)),
where hz = zh1 − h2. Notice that the map χ(τ,h) maps the element (τ, h) to the trivial
element in TC.
The action of a matrix in A ∈ SL2(Z) on h× ΣC sends the pair (h1, h2) to the pair (hˆ1, hˆ2),
where the pairs are related by:
ahˆ1 − chˆ2 = h1, dhˆ2 − bhˆ1 = h2, A =
(
a b
c d
)
.
Observe that the group generated by exp(2πih0) and exp(2πih1) remains unchanged un-
der the action of A. Hence Z(A(τ, h)) is canonically equivalent to Z(τ, h) as a T-space.
This defines the operator induced by the SL2(Z)-action on h× ΣC:
A∗ : O(h× ΣC)A(τ,h) −→ K
∗
T(Z(τ, h))⊗A∗χA(τ,h) O(h× ΣC)(τ,h), A
∗ψ(z, s) = ψ(A(z, h)).
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Next, we show that the right hand side is canonically isomorphic to O(h × ΣC)(τ,h). For
this we invoke theorem 6.3. SinceM is a GKM-space, it follows that Z(τ, h) is also a GKM-
space with the same set of fixed points. Consider the injective restriction map:
K∗T(Z(A(τ, h)))⊗A∗χA(τ,h)O(h×ΣC)(τ,h) −→
∏
I
Rep(T)⊗A∗χA(τ,h)O(h×ΣC)(τ,h) =
∏
I
O(h×ΣC)(τ,h).
Notice that a similar map also exists for K∗T(Z(τ, h))⊗χ(τ,h) O(h× ΣC)(τ,h). We proceed to
show that the ring: K∗T(Z(A(τ, h))) ⊗A∗χA(τ,h) O(h × ΣC)(τ,h) is canonically isomorphic to
the ring K∗T(Z(τ, h))⊗χ(τ,h) O(h× ΣC)(τ,h), with both objects seen inside
∏
I O(h× ΣC)(τ,h).
Consider an element:
α :=
∏
I
αI ∈
∏
I
O(h× ΣC)(τ,h), A
∗χ∗A(τ,h)e(VIJ)|(αI − αI),
where e(VIJ) denotes the equivariant K-theoretic Euler class of VIJ . By theorem 6.3, α
is precisely an element in the image of K∗T(Z(A(τ, h))) ⊗A∗χA(τ,h) O(h × ΣC)(τ,h). To show
that α is also in the image of K∗T(Z(τ, h)) ⊗χ(τ,h) O(h × ΣC)(τ,h), it is sufficient to show
that A∗χ∗A(τ,h)e(VIJ) is a unit times χ
∗
(τ,h)e(VIJ). For this, recall that χ(τ,h) sends the point
(τ, h) to the unit in TC. It follows from this that the virtual characters A
∗χ∗A(τ,h)e(VIJ) and
χ∗(τ,h)e(VIJ) have a zero of the same order (given by the dimension of VIJ ) at the point
(τ, h). Hence the ratio of A∗χ∗A(τ,h)e(VIJ) and χ
∗
(τ,h)e(VIJ) is well-defined, and represents
an invertible element in O(h× ΣC)(τ,h), which is what we wanted to show.
The above identification yields a canonical map:
A∗ : O(h× ΣC)A(τ,h) −→ K
∗
T(Z(τ, h))⊗χ(τ,h) O(h× ΣC)(τ,h) = O(h× ΣC)(τ,h).
We leave it to the reader to check that this map of stalks extends to an action of N2(Z):
K∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)A(τ,h) −→ K
∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM)(τ,h).

It remains to demonstrate modularity of kG(M). For this, we need to establish a modular
action on the line bundles L−k. As mentioned earlier, this turns out to be a subtle matter.
We begin by constructing a double cover ofN2(Z) using a cocycle η defined below. Recall
the positive definite form 〈 , 〉 on π1(T) induced by the Cartan-Killing form. Consider the
W(G)-invariant quadratic form mod two:
µ : π1(T)⊕ π1(T) −→ Z/2, (α, β) 7−→ 〈α, β〉 mod 2.
Given A ∈ SL2(Z), and (β1 ⊕ β2) ∈ π1(T)⊕ π1(T), we also define the Z/2 valued function:
η(β1 ⊕ β2, A) := µ(A ∗ (β1 ⊕ β2))− µ(β1 ⊕ β2).
Remark 8. One may check that η is trivial if π1(T) is an even lattice i.e. 〈β, β〉 ∈ 2Z for all
β ∈ π1(T). This is the case if G is simply laced.
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Definition 6.6. Define the double coverM2(Z) of N2(Z) by extending the action of SL2(Z) on
the lattice (π1(T)⊕ π1(T)) using η as a cocycle:
M2(Z) = (Z/2 ⊕ π1(T)⊕ π1(T))⋊ (W(G)× SL2(Z)),
with Z/2 being central, and relations:
A−1(β1 ⊕ β2)A = η(β1 ⊕ β2, A) ⊕ A ∗ (β1 ⊕ β2).
Note that this central extension is canonically split over N and SL2(Z).
We may now extend the action of N on the line bundle L, to an action ofM2(Z) that lifts
the action of N2(Z) on h × ΣC as follows: Given A ∈ SL2(Z), we define a left action of A
on the line bundle L = h× ΣC × C by:(
a b
c d
)
∗ (τ, h, z) = (
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
h
cτ + d
, z exp(−
πi c
cτ + d
〈h, h〉),
where 〈h, h〉 denotes the C-linear extension of the quadratic form on π1(T). The generator
of the central Z/2 is defined to act by multiplication with −1 on the factor C. We leave it
to the reader to check that this defines an action ofM2(Z) on L.
As an immediate consequence of these observations, we have:
Theorem 6.7. Given a GKM-space M, the global sections of the sheaf kK∗
T⋉L˜G
(LM) admit an
action of the groupM2(Z). In the case of an even lattice π1(T), or even level k, global sections of
kG(M) admit an action of the groupW(G)× SL2(Z).
7. SOME COMMENTS ON OUR CONSTRUCTION:
In the previous section, we demonstrated modularity for the sheaf kG(M) in the case of
GKM-spaces M. The proof of this fact used the restriction to T-fixed points of M. That
proof does not extend to arbitrary G-spaces M in a straightforward manner, which is in
contrast to the construction made by Grojnowski, where no special property is assumed
forM. This may suggest that either our construction is different from that of Grojnowski,
or perhaps that a different proof is needed to show the equivalence of the two construc-
tions. One may speculate that the failure of modularity for arbitrary M (if that is indeed
the case) could be seen as a statement that there is no viable CFT that couples a sigma
model on M with a rational CFT with the required gauge symmetries. The question of
modularity remains open.
Our sheaves kG(M) are Z/2-graded since stalks are constructed from dominant K-theory.
In particular, setting M to be a point, the sheaf kG(pt) is simply the vector-space of holo-
morphic sections of the line bundle L−k graded in even parity. It is natural to extend the
grading of the sheaf kG(M) to the integers by defining the sheaf in degree ∗ + 2n to be
the sheaf kG∗(M) twisted with ω⊗n, where ω denotes the pullback to ET of the SL2(Z)-
invariant line bundle of “invariant differentials” on h. Notice that after we grade our
sheaves over the integers, theM2(Z)-invariant global sections of kG∗(pt) can be identified
withW-invariant Jacobi forms of several variables.
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